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Behroozi et al. 2013; Moster et al. 2013

1. Galaxy-halo scaling relations: How do properties of dark 
matter halos map to galaxy global and structural properties?  

Stellar mass-halo mass relation
Stellar-radius halo-radius relation

Somerville+18
Kravtsov ‘13



van der Wel et al. 2014 (CANDELS)

2. What physics drives the dispersion in galaxy scaling relations?



angular momentum 
partition ansatz*

rd ~ l RH f(c, l, fd)

Blumenthal et al. 1986
Dalcanton et al. 1997
Mo, Mao & White 1998
Somerville et GEMS 2008
Dutton et al. 2011

• smoothly accreted gas ~ conserves its specific angular momentum
• disks form with exponential radial profiles
• density profile gets modified by ‘baryonic contraction’

*adopted in many/most semi-
analytic models 



rss et al. 2018

see also Burkert+16

the observed 
conditional size
function is very well 
reproduced by the 
‘spin ansatz’ out to 
z~3!

green = structural SHAM; grey=CANDELS observations
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Jiang et al. 2018
See also Teklu et al. 2015; Zjupa & Springel 2017

BUT no correlation between galaxy spin or SRHR and 
DM halo spin in [many/most] numerical hydrodynamic simulations! 
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3. Look for higher dimensional correlations

• Are all the familiar scaling relations 
projections of manifolds in a higher 
dimensional space?

• Any “scatter” not attributable to 
observational errors may be a sign of hidden 
parameters

• Apparent evolution in cosmic time may really 
be a reflection of evolution in the hidden
parameter



Familiar examples

• Classical fundamental plane (R, V, M)

• BH fundamental plane (MBH, s, r)

• Fundamental mass-metallicity relation (m*, 

Z, SFR or m*, Z, fgas)



Corollary: Examining correlations of scaling relation residuals 
can be highly informative

Courteau & Rix 1999

Desmond & Wechsler 2015



4. are scaling relations driven by local 
or global processes?

Hsieh et al. 2017; 
see also Cano-Diaz et al. 2016

“The global star-forming sequence is a 
continuous relation extended from the 
resolved ΣHα – Σ∗ relation. The remarkable 
agreement suggests that the global main 
sequence may originate from a more 
fundamental relation on small scales.” 

Kennicutt & Evans 2012



Dispersion in halo mass
accretion rate could
explain dispersion in
SFMS

Somerville & Dave’ 2015

Numerical hydrodynamic
simulations and semi-analytic
models with very different
implementations of ”small-scale” 
physics lead to very similar 
predictions for the SFMS and its
evolution (see also Starkenburg
talk)



Viraj Pandya

spatially resolved abundance matching models:
-assign stellar mass using traditional abundance matching
-assign radius using structural abundance matching
-assuming exponential stellar surface density profiles
-adopt observed local scaling relations to ‘paint on’ other properties
in radial annuli

See poster and 
flash talk on Friday!



Pandya et al. in prep

-by assigning these properties locally, we can build up a sample of model galaxies 
that nicely matches the observed global SFMS (slope and scatter)
-If we assume that local scaling relations are universal, we would expect a strong
correlation between size residual & location on the SFMS
-however, there is no such correlation in observed galaxy samples!
-Implies local scaling relations must ”know” about galaxy global properties



large-scale structure: 100’s of Mpc
galaxy environment: ~1-8 Mpc
galaxy internal structure ~0.1-1 kpc
Giant Molecular clouds: ~10’s of pc
star clusters/SNae: pc/sub-pc
structures associated with supermassive BH: 
pc/sub-pc

5. how can we Think Globally 
& Act Locally?

how can we move from phenomenological, tuned
sub-grid recipes to physically grounded sub-grid
recipes?



Kim & Ostriker 2018

Example: “resolved ISM” simulations
Using small scale simulations to develop
more physically grounded sub-grid recipes
seems like a promising approach --
But need to repeat these experiments for all
conditions in which stars form à
Need to map out full N-d manifold of local
scaling relations!



Questions for discussion
• What physics drives the dispersion in various scaling relations? How 

do observed scaling relation residuals depend on properties of 

underlying DM halos/density field?

• Are “local” scaling relations universal, or do they depend on 

conditions on larger scales? What are the minimum and maximum 

scales that matter?

• To what extent are current cosmological simulations of galaxy 

formation predicting scaling relations, and to what extent are they 

being “put in”? What are the prospects for making progress on this 

front in the near future?


